
How to use Rolled Fondant Molds 
(for Lace Wraps and Deep Lace Medallions Molds) 

Lace Wraps 

Use a pasta roller with an electric motor or as a mixer attachment to roll 
out strips of the fondant. This method doesn't need as much cornstarch as 
when rolling by hand. 

After the fondant is rolled to the proper thickness, lay it on top of the lace 
mold and press the fondant firmly. 

A marble rolling pin works great. Roll from the center point to the outside (do not put cornstarch into the 
mold as it may affect the quality of the impression). Next, turn the mold over and the fondant should 
release onto your worktable. 

The pattern may not be trimmed along the outer edges by using an exacto knife or pastry cutter, use a 
zigzag pastry roller/cutter in order to have a pattern on the edge. 

At this point, you could brush on pearl dust to enhance the pattern. Gently lift the piece of lace and place 
it on the cake. It stays nicely on butter cream icing but may need to be dampened to stick to other 
fondant icing. Smooth with your hand and you are ready for the next piece. 

If you are using lace to wrap completely around the side of a cake, it may be helpful to know the 
circumference of various sizes of cakes in order to plan the number of pieces you need to make. Usually I 
place the first piece so it is centered on the front of the cake. The joints will then be on the back side. 

Cake Size 5" 6" 8" 9" 10" 12" 14"

Approximate Circumference After Icing 16" 19" 26" 29" 33" 39" 46"
 

Deep Lace and Medallions 

 

Roll the fondant to the desired thickness and approximate size of the medallion. Place the fondant over 
the medallion and roughly trim the excess.  

Use a thin blade pallet knife. If you are doing several from the same mold, you might want to cut a plastic 
or cardboard template to lay over the rolled out fondant and use this as a cutting guide before you lay it 
into the mold to emboss (Production shops might find this helpful in speeding up the process). 

Press the excess edges into the mold and smooth. Roll with rolling pin (I use marble) from the center to 
outsides or press with palm of your hand to create the imprint. Turn the fondant out onto your work 
surface, brush with pearl dust, if desired, and place the finished piece onto your cake. 
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